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Left: Paris Street; Rainy Day, Gustave Caillebotte, 1877 (Art Institute of Chicago Building). Right: The Cafe
Terrace on the Place du Forum, Arles at Night, Vincent Van Gogh, 1888 (Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo)
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his early adult life working for an art

capture the momentary quality of everyday
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friendship with Paul Gauguin. After this he

intersection on a rainy day. He selected a
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train station for his subject, distorting the
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capital city. The highly crafted surface,
monumental sizes, geometric order and

Streets of Paris in both painting look so

elaborate perspective of Paris Street all

attractive, glamorous and civilized as both

make the Rainy Day more academic than

artists have successfully pictured the
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luxury of the city and the cosiness of the
streets by somehow providing evidence for
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piece of the big pictures and using a less
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realist artist is showing darker colours and
more of the serious side of life in Paris. In
Caillebotte's work, people and their faces
are pictured perfectly but in Van Gough's
they are more of the coloured shadows
with less perfection in showing off the
details. Nonetheless both artworks create a
memorable image of Paris, the one that
stays with you until the day you visit this
beautiful city.

